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Using Moodle in Higher Education

The last two years have changed the way education is imparted to the learners. Online and

blended modes of learning have gained tremendous momentum all over the world.

Academicians are looking for a common and robust platform to disseminate content to and

monitor the progress of their learners. Online Learning is one of the effective ways for

providing quality education over the Internet. Online activities include providing learning

resources, conducting collaborative learning activities, arranging continuous and

comprehensive assessment, managing data and generating reports.

‘Moodle Learning Management System’ provides a very systematic environment for these

activities in online as well as blended learning environments. It provides a variety of Activities

and Resources to create Courses and make the teaching, learning and monitoring processes

organised and meaningful. Learners can access their Course according to their convenience,

exchange ideas and thoughts using the forums. Moodle also supports a plethora of file types

and formats that can be added as learning resources. Learners can upload their assignments

and the grading feature can be used to assess their performance. Different types of surveys

help understand the learners’ social and academic progress during the course.

Moodle, therefore, functions as a single-point gateway to the world of learning for both

instructors and learners. Moodle supports teachers to function beyond lecturing!

This FDP will introduce you to the features of Moodle 4.0 and help you build Courses to create

rich learning environments for your learners.

We invite you to Engage-Experience-Empower yourself by participating in this National Online

FDP and explore the Moodle 4.0 Learning Management System.

Outcomes
After the FDP, the participants will…

✓ Discuss role of Learning Management System (LMS) in online and blended learning

✓ Identify features of Moodle 4.0 interfac

✓ Upload learning Resources using Moodle 4.0

✓ Design learning Activities on Moodle 4.0

✓ Generate Gradesheets of learner assessments

✓ Check Logs of learner activities

✓ Plan for Moodle-based courses

Managing 
Learning using 

LMS

Introduction to 
Moodle 4.0 LMS

Adding 
Resources

Adding Activities Managing Logs
Creating an 

Online Course 
on Moodle



Registration & Certification

Who can participate?

➢ Faculty Members from any discipline currently working full-time in

Higher Education Institutes (HEIs).

➢ Possessing desktop or laptop with good internet connectivity is a mandatory

requirement.

➢ Only those who are willing to login from 6:30 to 8:30 PM everyday and are willing

to work asynchronously extra for 3-4 hours everyday.

Synchronous

(2 hours)

• 6:30 - 8:30 PM 

(Thursday, July 14 to Wednesday, July 20 except Sunday, July 17)

Asynchronous

(3-4 hours)

• Practice, Activity and Assignment

• 3-4 hours everyday at your own convenient time

FDP Timings

Submit the form for expressing your interest in FDP: 
https://forms.gle/GEXw5tnm3dTBUBJX7

Receive Login details of SNDTWU Moodle LMS. 
(Please check Spam folder if you do not receive email by July 12)

Login into LMS to post the first Pre-workshop activity within 
12 hours

Registration confirmation depending on your first activity

Complete everyday activity on Moodle LMS within 

18 hours to receive Certificate within the next 2 weeks after FDP

https://forms.gle/GEXw5tnm3dTBUBJX7


Department of Educational Technology

Department of Educational Technology (DET) was established with

substantial financial support from the UGC in the year 1973. DET offers a

Master programme (M.A./M.Sc. eLearning), as well as Ph.D. Programme in

Educational Technology. It also offers 4-credit Online Courses in the relevant

fields.

Apart from offering these programmes, DET conducts research, undertakes

development activities. DET has so far developed eContent of about 600

learning hours in collaboration with Maharashtra Knowledge Corporation Ltd.

(MKCL), Community Aid and Sponsorship Programme (CASP, an

International NGO), Central Institute of Educational Technology (CIET-

NCERT), State Institute of Educational Technology (SIET), Maharashtra,

Ministry of Education (NMEICT and TLC), UGC, etc.

DET is actively involved in training of faculty in higher education for more

than two decades.

SNDT Women’s University

SNDT Women’s University (SNDTWU) is a 106-year-old women’s university

established in 1916 by the well-known social reformer, BharatRatna

Maharshi Dr. Dhondo Keshav Karve. SNDTWU is the first women’s university

in South-East Asia.

During a century of its existence, its enrolment has increased from 5 women

who graduated in the first batch to more than 40000+ women students who

are enrolled in 4 campus institutes and over 203 affiliated colleges in

Maharashtra and 6 other States of India. We offer a wide range of

programmes including several professional and vocational areas empowering

today’s new age women.

The university is accredited with Grade A by NAAC in 2016. Currently, the

University offers 53 Undergraduate, 62 Postgraduate, 41 Doctoral level and

several Certificate programmes. SNDTWU proclaims that ‘An Enlightened

Woman is a Source of Infinite Strength’ and strives towards women’s quality

education. SNDTWU is the perfect choice of a New Age Women!



The PMMMNMTT is a Central Sector Scheme with All-India coverage. The

Mission will focus in a holistic manner dealing with the whole sector of

education without fragmenting the programmes based on levels and sectors

as school, higher, technical etc. One of the important goals of the Mission is

to empower teachers and faculty through training, re-training, refresher and

orientation programmes in generic skills, pedagogic skills, discipline specific

content upgradation, ICT and technology enabled training and other

appropriate interventions.

The Department of Educational Technology, SNDTWU was awarded Teaching

Learning Centre (TLC) under the PMMMNMTT in December 2017. This is

18th FDP announced by TLC SNDTWU, which has so far trained 1000+

Higher Education faculty.

Pandit Madan Mohan Malaviya National 
Mission for Teacher and Teaching 

(PMMMNMTT - MOE)

British Council is the UK’s international organisation for cultural relations and

educational opportunities. It builds connections, understanding and trust

between people in the UK and other countries through arts and culture,

education and the English language.

In India, British Council aims to partner with India’s knowledge ambitions

and economic growth by creating opportunities for young people to succeed

in a global environment. It works with a wide range of partners across India

enabling experts from the UK and India to meet, collaborate and nurture

mutually beneficial relationships. It also helps young people gain skills,

confidence and connections they are looking for to realise their potential and

to participate in strong and inclusive communities. British Council is

recognised across India for its network of three libraries and cultural

centres. It offers a range of specialised projects in arts, education, English

language and society to audiences across India and more than 100,000

members. It also provides access to English language training and learning

for both students and teachers and enables opportunities to study in the

UK.

For more information, please visit https://www.britishcouncil.in/

British Council India

https://www.britishcouncil.in/

